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Excerpt from An Introduction to the History of
Modern Europe The purpose of this volume is
to view in their logical connection the chief
groups of events which formed the groundwork
of European history in the nineteenth century.
Though historical in form, the book does not
pretend to be a history, but aims only at
presenting such a preliminary view of the
immediate antecedents of modern civilization
as will supply a sufficient basis for a
comprehensive study of our age. To effect this
object, it has been necessary to abandon the
usual artifice of bringing all history under the
head of politics, and to distribute the subject in
the following manner. The introductory chapter
endeavours to indicate as summarily as
possible the evils of the monarchico-feudal
system in the eighteenth century, and the ideas
of reform which were generated by the
contemporary intellectual movement. The
second chapter reviews the work of the chief
reforming monarchs and ministers, in order to
exhibit the actual state of Europe in the latter
part of the century, and to draw attention to the
fact that monarchy by its good offices obtained
over men's minds considerable influence, which
survived the Revolution, and has played a
prominent part in subsequent political history.
The same chapter, however, shows how
monarchy failed to meet all the urgent wants of

the time; and the next chapter gives an account
of the causes which precipitated the
Revolution. About the Publisher Forgotten
Books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare
and classic books. Find more at
www.forgottenbooks.com This book is a
reproduction of an important historical work.
Forgotten Books uses state-of-the-art
technology to digitally reconstruct the work,
preserving the original format whilst repairing
imperfections present in the aged copy. In rare
cases, an imperfection in the original, such as a
blemish or missing page, may be replicated in
our edition. We do, however, repair the vast
majority of imperfections successfully; any
imperfections that remain are intentionally left
to preserve the state of such historical works.
An accessible history for anyone interested in
discovering the alternative story of Modern
Europe. This title was made Open Access by
libraries from around the world through
Knowledge Unlatched. Unlike some other
reproductions of classic texts (1) We have not
used OCR(Optical Character Recognition), as
this leads to bad quality books with introduced
typos. (2) In books where there are images such
as portraits, maps, sketches etc We have
endeavoured to keep the quality of these
images, so they represent accurately the
original artefact. Although occasionally there
may be certain imperfections with these old
texts, we feel they deserve to be made available
for future generations to enjoy. 'a superb
volume, complete with maps, and tells the story
of a continent from the 18th century to the
present day.' -Irish Times Insightful,
provocative, and intellectually rewarding, this
book offers an unparalleled perspective on the
history of the continent. Available in both one-
volume and two-volume paperback editions, A
History of Modern Europe presents a
panoramic survey of modern Europe from the
Renaissance to the present day. A single author
lends a unified approach and consistent style
throughout, with an emphasis on the
connections of events and people over time.
The Third Edition, like the two before it, is
authoritative and up-to-date. New to the Third
Edition is the theme of empire. From the
imperial rivalries between France and Spain in
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries,
through the rise and fall of the Ottoman Turkish
empire, and on into the imperial history of the
twentieth century--decolonization, the spread of
the Soviet empire, and the imperial power of
the United States--the theme of empire helps
students find commonalities among the events
of European history. From the monarchical
terror of the Middle Ages to the mangled
Europe of the twenty-first century, A People's
History of Modern Europe tracks the history of
the continent through the deeds of those whom
mainstream history tries to forget. Europe
provided the perfect conditions for a great
number of political revolutions from below. The
German peasant wars of Thomas Muntzer, the
bourgeois revolutions of the eighteenth
century, the rise of the industrial worker in

England, the turbulent journey of the Russian
Soviets, the role of the European working class
throughout the Cold War, student protests in
1968 and through to the present day, when we
continue to fight to forge an alternative to the
barbaric economic system. With sections
focusing on the role of women, this history
sweeps away the tired platitudes of the
privileged upon which our current
understanding is based, and provides an
opportunity to see our history differently. An A-
Z of Modern Europe 1789-1999 is a
comprehensive dictionary which defines
modern Europe through its important events
and people. It includes entries on: * key people
from Napoleon Bonaparte to Hitler * key
political and military events * influential
political, social, cultural and economic theories.
An A-Z of Modern Europe 1789-1999 offers
accessible and concise definitions of nearly
1000 separate items. The book is cross-
referenced and thus provides associated links
and connections while the appendices contain
essential extra information. The book contains
five helpful maps to guide the reader along.
'Early Modern' is a term applied to the period
which falls between the end of the middle ages
and the beginning of the nineteenth century.
This book provides a comprehensive
introduction to Europe in this period, exploring
the changes and transitions involved in the
move towards modernity. Nine newly
commissioned chapters under the careful
editorship of Euan Cameron cover social,
political, economic, and cultural perspectives,
all contributing to a full and vibrant picture of
Europe during this time. The chapters are
organized thematically, and consider the
evolving European economy and society, the
impact of new ideas on religion, and the
emergence of modern political attitudes and
techniques. The text is complemented with
many illustrations throughout to give a feel of
the changes in life beyond the raw historical
data. The West – Europe and the USA – has
kind of had its way with the world for a few
centuries. Why else does everyone speak
English, listen to hip-hop, and want to buy
Mercedes? Starting with the Enlightenment,
Europeans developed big ideas that have
increased opportunities for people around the
world and raised standards of living. But those
same ideas have also produced wars, genocide,
colonialism, and the potential for global
environmental disaster. This book describes the
origins and legacy of this mixed bag of ideas
which includes everything from democracy and
feminism to those old foes, communism and
capitalism. After all, it's a bag which still
shapes how most people on the planet look at
things today. In a natural, funny and engaging
style, So, About Modern Europe... expertly
guides readers through the good, the bad and
the indifferent of modern European history,
convincingly arguing the need to 'tip the cap' to
the Enlightenment and its influence along the
way. Thoroughly updated best-selling textbook
with new learning features. This acclaimed



textbook has unmatched breadth of coverage
and a global perspective. A History of Modern
Europe surveys European history from the
defeat of Napoleon to the twenty-first century,
presenting major historical themes in an
authoritative and compelling narrative.
Concise, readable single volume covering
Europe from the early nineteenth century
through the early twenty-first century Vigorous
interpretation of events reflects a fresh, concise
perspective on European history Clear and
thought-provoking treatment of major historical
themes Lively narrative reflects complexity of
modern European history, but remains
accessible to those unfamiliar with the field
Students and instructors alike praise A History
of Modern Europe for its authoritative coverage
from the Renaissance to the present day.
Written in Merriman's signature narrative style,
the book is brightened with humor and
biographical sketches. The Fourth Edition
reflects the latest scholarship while placing
special emphasis on the theme of war and
society. A new full-color design features a
completely redrawn map program and new
pedagogical and teaching tools. This engaging
collection of primary sources and selected
fiction excerpts explores important events,
figures, and themes in European history, from
1789 to the present. Modern Europe offers four
types of selections: memoirs of individuals who
witnessed important historical events; excerpts
from works of fiction; writings of influential
figures and theorists; and significant historical
documents. Primary source selections acquaint
students with the writings and documents that
helped shape modern European history, while
the fiction selections bring historical events to
the level of human life. The selections explore
significant themes of this time period-
modernization, social and political movements,

the relationship between the individual and
society-enhancing students' understanding of
the historical events presented in course
lectures and textbooks. Both challenging and
captivating, Modern Europe provides students
with a glimpse of the emotions, ideologies, and
mindsets that lie behind the facts and figures of
history, allowing them to experience the past
and to better understand it. This work, the first
of a two-volume set, covers the history of
Europe since the Renaissance. It emphasizes
not only cultural and social history, but also
examines important political and diplomatic
events. Reprint of the original, first published in
1864. From the fall of Constantinople in 1453
to the close of the Crimean war in 1857. In four
volumes. Highlighting the most important
events, ideas, and individuals that shaped
modern Europe, this text provides a concise
history of the continent from the Enlightenment
to the present day, focusing on the causes and
consequences of revolution; the origins and
development of human rights and democracy,
and issues of European identity and integration.
For Students of B.A, M.A and also useful for
competitive examinations
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